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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents the structure of a flexible discrete event simulation model for analyzing production 
systems. Based on BOM and routing information a simulation model is generated to analyze a shop floor 
structure. Different modules are used for generating customer orders and production orders and handling 
the material flow until the customer is satisfied. The basic idea is that the modules are not connected di-
rectly together but the material flow is routed according the information defined in BOM and routing. The 
model can apply stochastic behavior for processing times, set up times, purchasing lead time, customer 
required lead time, customer required amount and segmentation from product group to final product. 
Conwip and MRPII including MPS are implemented as production planning and control methods. The 
simulation model can be used for analyzing complex production system structures to evaluate the logisti-
cal performance. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The market situation for manufacturing companies is often difficult and unpredictable due to product 
complexity and changing demand, even though most markets have overcome the financial crisis. Compa-
nies are committed to improving their overall logistics performance. Fawcett and Cooper (1998) identi-
fied that firms are trying to manage the tradeoff between cost and customer service. To influence logisti-
cal performance decisions for the right production planning and control (PPC) strategy, parameterization 
of selected PPC, and capacity investment have to be taken. 

Analytic models like Jodlbauer and Altendorfer (2010) and Koh and Bulfin (2004) discuss such deci-
sions to influence logistical performance. Since such models lack practical feasibility, discrete event sim-
ulation has become more popular in the last decades (Huang, Wang, and Ip 1998; Kutanoglu and Sabun-
cuoglu 1999; Abdul-Kader and Gharbi 2002; Jodlbauer and Huber 2008). 

As discussed by Thompson (1994), simulation models have traditionally been used for planning and 
design but neglect the implementation and operation phase. After the planning and design phase, models 
are seldom used and models for these phases are therefore often called “throw away models.” 

Moreover, traditional simulation models, where the data and logic is embedded in the simulation 
model, are created for a certain case (Randell and Bolmsjo 2001). Analyzing alternatives again requires 
personnel and time investment to adapt the simulation model, because the code of the model has to be ad-
justed.  

For a discrete event simulation study the most time consuming phase is the input data collection and 
model development (Trybula 1994, Perera and Liyanage 2000, Randell and Bolmsjo 2001). 
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Many authors have developed integrated solutions for modeling enterprises (Heim 1997; Srinivasan 

and Jayaraman 1997; Whitman, Huff, and Presley 1997; Delen, Benjamin, and Erraguntla 1998). These 
models can be used as basis for the simulation model in terms of aggregation of materials, resources and 
time. This leads to the development of a flexible discrete event simulation model structure in an object 
oriented environment (Borenstein 2000; Anglani et al. 2002). 

Taking the above arguments into account, a flexible discrete event model implemented in Anylogic 
6.5. is developed, where the input data for the simulation model is defined in a database. Based on this in-
formation the simulation model is created. The advantage is to generate simulation models based on the 
input data for any kind of production system structures, whereby the following planning levels according 
to Hax and Meal (1975) and Meal (1984) are implemented: 

 Long term: capacity investment decisions like number of machines 
 Medium term: like shift model, overtime, BOM (bill of material) structure, PPC Method like 

MRPII (manufacturing resource planning) or Conwip (constant work in process), production sys-
tem structure like flow shop or job shop 

 Short term: operational level such as dispatching rules like FIFO (first in first out) or EDD (earli-
est due date) 

2 MODEL 

To enable the flexible simulation structure, configuration tables for BOM, routing, capacities and custom-
er behavior are introduced in the database. These tables are transferred in the beginning of the simulation 
through the simulation environment, whereby in the following initialization process the simulation model 
is created based on this information. 

BOM and routing contain the information of parent and child items and where the production process 
is executed with its parameters like processing times, set up times and planned lead time. In the capacity 
table the number of machine groups and its machines is defined. Finally the customer behavior table de-
fines the inter arrival time between customer orders of certain product groups and the amount of a certain 
order. 
 The following assumptions are introduced: 

 one PPC method for all materials and low level codes (LLC) 
 no amount distribution for purchased items; only replenishment lead time is distributed 
 no visualization for sake of short model runtimes 
 processing times for all child items of a parent item are equal 
 purchasing, processing and set up times are exponentially distributed 
 compound Poisson distributed demand with Lognormal order amount 
 production lot size is transport lot size to the production step; transport lot size after the produc-

tion step is one piece 
 exponentially distributed mean time between failure (MTBF) and mean time to repair (MTTR) 
 same dispatching rule for all machines 
 

 Figure 1 shows the simulation model, where the material and information flow is illustrated. Basically 
the simulation model consists of 6 modules. The “Order Generation” creates the customer orders, which 
are used for the customer group to pull the finished products from the FGI. The customer orders are also 
the input for production planning. The production planning creates production orders based on the MRPII 
or Conwip method. The production orders activate the purchase process in the module Procurement or 
they are used for releasing the material in the Production Control module. Beside material provision, the 
module Production Control also represents the inventory where raw material, purchased items, semi-
finished items and end items are stored. After releasing the material according to the production order, 
material and production order are sent to the specified machine group. After the production process is fin-
ished the material is again put into inventory in the module Production Control. 
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Figure 1: Simulation model  

2.1 Input Data  

The most important table in the database corresponds to routing and BOM. A combined table called WS 
Master for both routing and BOM is developed as depicted in Figure 2. The WS Master consists of three 
important attributes: 

 Parent item: a parent item consist of one or more child items 
 Child item: item which is necessary to build a parent item; if a parent item consists of more than 

one child item then this row exists several times whereby the child items differs 
 Machine group: indicates the machine where the parent item is produced 

 
 Two descriptive examples for explaining the WS Master are created. For case 1 shown in Figure 2a a 
serial BOM structure with one end item whereby two production steps are necessary for forming the end 
product 3201 out of a raw material 1301 is chosen. These two production steps are performed on the ma-
chine groups 1 and 2. This results in a WS master with three rows. The first row indicates that the parent 
item 3201 consists of the child item 2101 and the production step is performed on machine group 2. Due 
to the fact that a serial BOM structure exists the second row explains that material 2101 needs material 
1301 and the step is produced on machine group 1. Finally, the last row indicates that 1301 is a raw mate-
rial because zero is assigned to the attribute child item. 

Case 2 in Figure 2b shows a convergent and divergent structure of the BOM, whereby two end items 
3201 and 3202 exist. Material 3202 consists of two child items 2101 and 2302. Such convergent BOM list 
structures are applied in the WS Master with two entries whereby the same parent item is listed in both 
entries. Thus, the child item is different in each entry. A divergent BOM structure exists for material 2101 
because the end item 3201 or 3202 can result after the last production step. The implications of this struc-
ture for the WS Master are that for both end items 3201 and 3202 an entry with the same child item exists 
(see row 1 and row 2). 2302 is a purchased part which is indicated by a zero under the attribute child item. 
 Of course more attributes exist for the WS Master to configure the simulation model: 

 Required pieces: indicates how many pieces of a certain child item are necessary to produce one 
parent item. 
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Figure 2: Routing and BOM structure 

 Number of child items: indicates how many child items a parent item consist of.  
 LLC: end items have a LLC of 0 and raw materials have the highest LLC  
 Setup time: if a set up is necessary then the setup time describes the mean setup time 
 Processing time: denotes the mean processing time to produce one parent item 
 Planned lead time: indicates the value for the MRP parameter planned lead time 
 Safety stock: indicates the value for the MRP parameter safety stock 
 Lot size policy: indicates whether FOQ (Fixed order quantity) or FOP (Fixed order period) is ap-

plied to the MRP step lot sizing 
 Parameter for lot size policy: If FOQ is chosen then this parameter denotes the quantity and if 

FOP is selected then this parameter refers to how many periods of the “net requirements” are 
combined 
 

 The WS Master allows any kind of BOM structure. If a job shop production should be studied then 
the machine groups refer to the single shop. Therefore information on the number of machines is required. 
Thus, the database provides the table of capacities where the number of machines groups and the number 
of identical machines for each machine group is configurable. If a flow shop production should be con-
sidered then the number of machines inside the machine group is reduced to one or more if parallel ma-
chines exist. 

Moreover, customer behavior is considered by defining the amount which is ordered by the customer 
in the specified month, the average amount and its sigma of one customer order and the average customer 
required lead time and its sigma for each month and product group. Figure 3a shows the table for custom-
er behavior whereby three product groups (1, 2, 3) are introduced by the attribute prodgroup. Row one 
specifies for example that 400 pieces of product group 1 are required by the customer in month 1. The 
mean of customer required lead time is 30 days and the sigma is 5. The mean customer order size is 20 
pieces and its sigma is 5. In Figure 3b an example with seasonal demand for one product group is shown. 
Each of these attributes can be adjusted for other customer behaviors. 

For verifications reasons simple structures like presented above are chosen but also more complex 
structures are selected. Due to the fact that the model consists of modules, it facilitates the verification of 
the implemented methods, because each method can be tested for its own. After verifying the single 
methods the whole structure is tested.  

2.2 Order Generation 

In the module order generation customer orders are generated according the table defining customer be-
havior. The source Customer_Order_Source illustrated in Figure 4 generates a compound Poisson de-
mand with lognormal order amount. Therefore the rate ∑  is adapted for each period based on 
the product group demand  per month predefined in the table customer behavior. 
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Further, the single item demands for end items depend on a weight for each item whereby the follow-

ing single item demand rates can be derived for each month: . 
The split block is only necessary to ensure that the customer order is sent to the production planning 

module and to the customer group. 
 

Figure 3: Customer demand Figure 4: Order generation 

2.3 Production Planning 

Two PPC methods are implemented in this simulation model. The whole production system can either be 
planned by MRPII or Conwip. Figure 5 demonstrates the implementation of the production planning in 
the simulation model. The match block contains all orders generated by MPS or customer. Based on these 
orders MRPII or Conwip generate production orders. If MRPII is chosen then the production orders are 
created by the source Prod_Order based on MRPII algorithm explained in the following section and they 
are delayed in the delay block until their start date defined by the backward scheduling is reached. If 
Conwip is investigated then the production orders are generated by the source Prod_Order_Conwip. This 
is followed by a check on whether production orders can be released into production according to Wipcap 
and WAW (Work ahead window).  

After releasing the production order the block select_procurement decides based on the WS Master 
whether the order is a production order or a procurement order.  

2.3.1 MRPII 

In this stage the MRPII concept, consisting of aggregated production planning, MPS and MRP (Material 
Requirement Planning), is performed. The aggregated production planning solves a linear program where 
the target function minimizes the inventory costs and lost sales costs restricted by capacity restrictions 
and the inventory balancing equation. The input for the aggregated production planning is the forecast, 
which is the normally distributed distorted product group customer demand defined in Table 3. The linear 
program is solved by an interface to FICO Xpress Solver 7 (FICO 2011). The MPS uses as input the re-
sult of the aggregated production planning and the customer orders. Two methods for calculating the MPS 
are implemented. For each period the forecast and the output of the production program are compared. 
The higher value is the MPS result. For the second method the forecast and output of the production plan-
ning are cumulated over time. These values are compared and the maximum for each period defines the 
output of the MPS. 
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Figure 5: Production planning 

For the MRP concept the inventory status file, MPS and the BOM are used as input. The MRP algo-
rithm with its four steps netting, lot sizing, backward scheduling and BOM explosion is applied for calcu-
lating the start and end period for the planned orders including the procurement orders. The examples 
published in Figure 2b is extended for explaining the implemented MRP run according to Hopp and 
Spearman (1996). Each parent item needs one piece of its child item(s). “Gross requirements” and 
“scheduled receipts” are specified in Figure 6. Based on the MRP run, “projected on hand,” “net require-
ments,” “planned order receipts,” and “planned order release” are calculated for all materials in the WS 
Master (see Figure 2b). The “adjusted scheduled receipts” introduced by Hopp and Spearman (1996) are 
implemented by cumulating all “scheduled receipts” and adding them to the “inventory status file.” 
 Figure 6 shows the result of MRP run for the products 3201 and 3202. For performing the MRP pro-
cedure in the simulation model separate tables for “gross requirements,” “scheduled receipts,” “projected 
on-hand,” “net requirements,” “planned order receipts” and “planned order release” are created. For ex-
ample the table “gross requirement” is generated if the “gross requirements” for the lowest LLC meaning 
product 3201 and 3202 are entered in the first two rows. After having calculated the MRP run for the 
lowest LLC the BOM explosion is performed. Product 2101 is needed for products 3201 and 3202 as seen 
in Figure 2a. Therefore the result of the planned order releases of products 3201 and 3202 are added as 
“gross requirements” of product 2101. 
 The MRP run is realized by the use of a state chart as seen in Figure 7. At the beginning of the simu-
lation the state chart entry point “Start_PPS” is automatically selected. The following diamond indicates a 
query if MRP or another PPC strategy is chosen. In the case of MRP, the next step is 
“MRP_initialization,” where the tables for the “gross requirements,” “net requirements,” “scheduled re-
ceipts,” “projected on hand,” “planned order receipts” and “planned order release” are reset, the actual 
“gross requirements” are counted, the MPS calculation is executed, “scheduled receipts” and “inventory 
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status file” are compiled. For the “scheduled receipts” a distinction is made according to the status. All 
production orders where the sub material is already released, which are all orders waiting for a machine or 
which are already in production, are stored in a “scheduled receipts” table. All production orders which 
are waiting for material are stored in a separate “scheduled receipts” table. Finally, all “planned orders” 
are deleted because the next MRP run creates adapted planned orders. 

 

 

Figure 6: MRPII procedure according to Hopp and Spearman (1996) 

  

Figure 7: State chart 
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The MPS calculation is not performed for each MRP run. Moreover, the MPS is valid for a custom-

ized number of MRP runs. After this number is reached a new MPS is calculated. 
The next step of the state chart “Search_Material” is searching for a material, which has the same 

LLC as the material before. In the beginning the first entry with the lowest LLC in the table WS Master is 
selected. After the calculation of the four MRP steps for this material the next material with the same low 
level code is selected. If no further material for the actual LLC exits, then the LLC is increased and the 
procedure for searching for a material starts again. If the MRP run for the last material of the highest LLC 
is finished, then the state MRP_Waiting for the state chart is reached. The system is in this state as long as 
a Boolean is set true by an event with a recurrence time of the MRP period. 

2.3.2 Conwip 

If Conwip is chosen as PPC, the customer orders are released into production according to Spearman, 
Woodruff, and Hopp (1990). Therefore, the MPS is deactivated and only customer orders are considered. 
The source Prod_Order_Conwip generates all production orders which are necessary to produce the final 
product entering the match block in Figure 5. All these orders are batched together in the block 
batch_for_cust_order.  

In the delay block delay_WAW the Orders are delayed until the customer required due date is within 
the WAW. Finally the check of the Wipcap is performed. If the order plus the actual WIP is smaller than 
the Wipcap then the order can pass the hold block hold_cust_order otherwise the order has to wait until 
the Wipcap is not violated. The orders in the queue cust_order_queue are sorted based on their due dates 
according to Spearman, Woodruff, and Hopp (1990). A second possibility for checking the Wipcap is im-
plemented, which considers the FGI. That means WIP plus FGI have to be smaller than or equal to the 
Wipcap. 

After having passed the Wipcap request (hold_cust_order) the batched orders are unbatched so that 
the procurement orders can activate the purchase process of raw and purchased parts. Moreover, produc-
tion can release material to produce the required products. 

2.4 Procurement 

The procurement module orders raw material and purchased articles according to the procurement orders 
generated by the production planning module. An exponential replenishment lead time distribution is im-
plemented in the procurement process, whereby the delay block in Figure 8 is responsible for the distribu-
tion. The mean replenishment lead time is defined in the WS Master. It is crucial that the inputs for the 
procurement are orders. The ordered items, however, are the output. This transfer is solved by the use of 
the source Raw_material which injects material entities. The source is triggered after the procurement or-
der has been delayed by the replenishment lead time and receives the match block. After all material enti-
ties are created the procurement order is deleted in the sink. 

2.5 Production Control 

The production control module receives production orders at port I_Prod_Order, which are released by 
the production planning module and produced items at port I_Product, which are stored in the sub module 
Storage (see Figure 9). Basically the sub module Storage is a replicated array list where the material is 
stored. According to the production orders, which are waiting in the match block, the necessary material 
is taken from inventory if it is available. The production order and its material are then sent to the next 
machine group defined by the attribute Machine Group from the table WS Master.  
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Figure 8: Procurement 

 

Figure 9: Production Control 

2.6 Machine Group 

Each machine group consists of one or more machines which are substitutes for each other to produce a 
material according the WS Master. Based on the table capacities the machine groups and machines are in-
itialized. The machine group is shown in Figure 10. Material arrives at the port enter_Prod and the pro-
duction order at port enter_order. The production order is waiting in the match block until each material 
of the production lot size is finished. The sub module machine is replicated based on the table capacities. 

Exponentially distributed processing and setup times are implemented in the machine module. More-
over, failures are also included based on exponentially distributed values for MTBF and MTTR. MTBF 
and MTTR are predefined in the table capacities for each machine. 

The dispatching rules are implemented in the queue in Figure 10. FIFO, EDD, shortest processing 
time (SPT) and longest processing time (LPT) are included.  

 

Figure 10: Machine group 

 

Figure 11: Customer group 

2.7 Customer Group 

The customer orders enter the customer group at port I_Prod_order and are delayed until their due date is 
reached as demonstrated in Figure 11. If an end item is available in inventory then it is released in re-
sponse to the customer order. If the product is not available, then the order is stored in the sub module 
Backorders. Every time an end item is released into the FGI a check as to whether backorders can be sat-
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isfied is carried out. After the delivery process of the customer required end items is finished the customer 
order is send back to the production planning module. In the match block illustrated in Figure 5 the order 
which was responsible for releasing the production orders is dispatched and deleted, because the customer 
orders has been satisfied. 

2.8 Analysis 

The logistics performance of the production system is monitored by measuring service level, average tar-
diness, average lateness of production orders, average raw material inventory, average WIP (work in pro-
gress), average FGI, average production lead time, average FGI lead time, average utilization of the ma-
chine groups and average throughput. This data is written in the table in the database to facilitate dealing 
with experiment or optimization runs. 

Service level is calculated at the end of the simulation time by dividing all customer orders which 
were on time by all delivered customer orders. Tardiness measures the difference between delivery and 
due date, if an order is late. Hence, lateness includes both customer orders being too late and customer or-
ders being too early compared to the due date. Due to the fact that in the module customer group the cus-
tomer orders are delayed until the required due date is reached the metrics lateness is only used for pro-
duction orders and not for customer orders. Both lateness and tardiness are important performance 
indicators for the whole production system. Therefore the average lateness and tardiness are investigated. 

For calculating average WIP, finished goods and raw materials are not included. Therefore own met-
rics for average raw material inventory and average finished goods (FGI) are introduced. 

Average production lead time indicates the duration between the time the production orders are re-
leased from production planning module to the production control module and the time the production or-
ders are finished at the machine group module. Average FGI lead time measures the difference between 
delivery and due date if an order is on time.  

Also the average utilization for each machine group is measured and the throughput of finished goods 
for the whole simulation time is calculated by summing up all delivered products at the end of the simula-
tion. 

3 CONCLUSION 

The paper introduces a flexible discrete event simulation model for analyzing production systems. The 
model is based on different modules which are not connected directly together. Moreover, the material 
flow is based on the information set in database for routing and BOM. This allows the analysis of the lo-
gistical performance of any structure applied in BOM and routing. Stochastic behavior for customer per-
formance, processing times, set up times and purchasing lead time are included. 

The model combines three hierarchical levels whereby their interaction can be tested. On the highest 
level, the long term view, where the MPS calculates the aggregated production program can be monitored 
for different customer behavior. For the midterm view, two PPC methods MRPII and Conwip are imple-
mented. Finally different dispatching rules can be compared for the short term view. 

Further research can be conducted to set up an interface which downloads the data from an Enterprise 
Resource Planning system, aggregates the information and stores the information in a database. Based on 
this database the simulation model is initialized and the production system can be analyzed. 
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